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emptiness  of  much  of the   western  Mediterranean  world
in those days—especially the smaller islands;  and through-
out, the emphasis is on that point—what a good island it
would he for men to inhabit.    So too, Thucydidcs, on the
beginnings of Greek imperialism;   " They used to sail and
conquer the islands-—especially those whose territory was
insufficient for them." l  The snapping-up of hitherto uncon-
sidcred trifles in the Aegean itself, with or without the good-
will  of their  small  existing  populations,  was  an obvious
palliative or temporary cure for the malaise of over-popula-
tion.     So,   Megara colonized Astypalaia in the south-east
Aegean,2 Samos (quite late in the seventh century) the fertile
island of Amorgos close by,3 Miletos Leros close to her own
sea-gates and Ikaria a little further afield.4 Chalkis took the
islands north of Euboia, Peparethos, Ikos and Skiathos B;
while in the west, Achaians from the Peloponnese spread to
Zakynthos.8   But such morsels could not long satisfy the
growing land-hunger, made all the keener by a land-system
under which, as we presently hear from Athens, " the whole
land was in the hands of a few," 7 so that while many went
short a few had more than they needed,
By the middle of the seventh century land-hunger had
overcome inertia on all sides, and from almost every maritime
state of Greece the colonists are faring afield. The immediate
cause of the origin of any colony may be political; the
colonists are often a dissident minority like our Pilgrim Fathers j
their leader may be a nobleman for some reason discontented
or in disgrace; but the universality of the movement,
starting independently in so many quarters, can leave one
in no doubt that its main springs are economic,
Already in Hesiod, or in the poems ascribed to him,
we find the Greek horizon widening, " The Ethiops and
Libyans and mare-milking Scyths " *—these are now the
* Thfc. i, 15.	* Sk, ssi.
9 Sui<Sas on Simonides of Amorgos (Semonides),       * Str, xiv, G8S.
» Sk. 580 ff.	« Thk. ii, 06.	7 Ar,, Ath. Pol., 2,
8 Str. vli, 300 reads Afyvs, Ligurians ;  Ox. Pap. 1858, 2 (Loeb, edii,,
^ pp. 602-3) Atf!o?t which is o priori much more probable.

